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Abstract What does it mean to conduct community-

based and praxis-oriented research at a time when

those whose lives you study and with whom you work

are the subjects of increasing levels of xenophobia,

marginalization, and demonization? How does one

conceive of research ethics, of the relationship

between the roles of scholars, teachers, and citizens

in light of such dynamics? In what ways can schol-

arship help to intervene in the world around us, in

particular to improve the perception and amplify the

voices of marginalized groups and individuals? This

paper considers these issues in the context of research

ethics and the growing field of community geography.

I draw in particular on an example from a multi-year

study of refugee resettlement in non-traditional des-

tinations across the US. When the study began,

refugee policies and settlement patterns were little

known to the general public in the US. Since then,

refugees and migration more broadly have become

increasingly prominent and controversial worldwide.

In this paper I explore some of the challenges

regarding collaborations between university research-

ers and community partners, highlighting the tensions

exposed through the use of the visualization technique

known as Photovoice, meant to provide alternative

perspectives on ideas for urban change amongst

participants. I also consider some ideas for steps to

address these challenges, including the building of

networks and training for researchers and formalized

partnership processes for community groups.
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Refugee research in the shadow of fear

My friend the professor!’’ exclaimed one of the

participants in the PhotoVoice session about to

begin, ‘‘What do you have for us this time?What

do you want to learn about?What we eat?Where

we go? How we get there? I hear you want us to

take some pictures, is that right? What are you

going to do with them? Hey, as long as you give

us those giftcards, right? I’m trading you these

stories for a giftcard, am I right? But they’re still

my stories and you gotta do right by me when

you tell them.

Such exchanges are not uncommon for me in my

work, especially with community members who I have

encountered across multiple contexts and perhaps

even multiple projects. Some of these projects have

been initiated by me and others by my community
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partners. It has taken long to build trust and relation-

ship so that this kind of banter is not fraught but rather

at least superficially playful. But at the same time, it

reminds me of the complex dynamics that researchers

must keep in mind when we enter the field and work

with diverse communities. Research ethics is about so

much more than certification by an IRB or other kinds

of ethical review. This is especially true when the

topics and communities involved might be made

vulnerable—either by the questions being asked or by

the process through which information is gathered,

analyzed and disseminated. I have thought extensively

about these questions in the context of my own work

on refugee resettlement in non-traditional destinations

across the US. When I began my research, refugee

policies and experiences were relatively unknown to

the general public in the US, but migration and

immigration have since become polarizing and con-

troversial topics worldwide. The relationships

between researchers such as myself and the refugee

communities I work with have become more impor-

tant to scrutinize and theorize—what, indeed, is it that

I ask of research participants? How do I try to address

the power dynamics and imbalances between us?

What protections can (and do) I offer to them? What

benefits may accrue from working with me?

Developing—and interrogating—such relation-

ships is both crucial and especially challenging in a

context where immigrants and refugees have become

increasingly demonized, not only in the US but

globally—seen as undeserving of protection, as the

embodiment of cultural change, as security threats, or

in other negative ways. Globally, the number of those

forcibly displaced has grown, doubling from approx-

imately 35 million people in 2010 to over 70 million

people in 2020 (UNHCR 2020). Yet during the same

period relief and especially third-country resettlement

programs that have traditionally placed refugees in

‘safe’ countries in the Global North have gone in the

opposite direction, shrinking considerably and in some

cases being suspended or closing entirely (Bose 2020).

In the US, for example, since assuming office, the

Trump Administration has cut the US Refugee

Admissions Program from 120,000 planned refugees

in 2017 to 18,000 in 2020, of whom less than a third

will actually be resettled due to additional COVID-19

restrictions. A number of factors—violence overseas

and at home, the tremendous increase in global

refugee numbers, and the exceptionally divisive nature

of a national election campaign and tumultuous first

years of the Trump presidency—have served to bring

to the fore and politicize refugee resettlement in new

and often unsettling ways. Public officials have placed

the national program under new scrutiny while others

have called for a halt to it; it has been severely

constrained and shrunken as a result. Rampant Islam-

ophobia, racism, and anti-immigrant rhetoric has seen

refugees targeted as an unwelcome presence in many

places.

The questions I consider in this paper are thus two-

fold: how does one conduct community-based

research in this political moment and how does one

attend to the necessary self-critique of research ethics

and positionality regardless of the specific context?

What does collaboration mean?What kinds of benefits

accrue to participants and to researchers? How does

one navigate the overlapping, constructive and com-

peting interests—personal, professional, institutional

and political—that bracket our work? As stated above,

it is not a new challenge to ask ourselves how we work

with and on/about marginalized and targeted commu-

nities, even if the questions might seem more relevant

or pressing in particular historical moments. In this

paper, I consider some of the complexities and

strategies for intervening in and improving the

knowledge of the resettlement program and the lives

and contributions of refugees themselves, drawing as

many lessons from the failures I have experienced as

successes to learn from. I begin the paper with a

review of the framework of community-based

research within which I situate my work with partic-

ular attention to the technique of Photovoice used in

my study. Next, I describe the contexts within which I

work in Vermont. The remainder of the paper is

devoted to a description and analysis of a particular

example from my research—an attempt to understand

participant perspectives on urban space—which

serves to highlight the complexities that engagement

brings. This activity is a visualization exercise meant

to strengthen refugee participation in neighborhood

planning processes and in using this example I

describe not only the logistical challenges in carrying

it out but also the criticisms that participants raised

regarding their own vulnerabilities in the project in

this political moment. I conclude the paper by offering

some suggestions for thinking about ethical practices

in studying, teaching and learning with refugee

communities in the contemporary moment. I draw in
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particular on the steps taken by refugee advocacy

organizations that I work with to better manage and

guide their interaction with researchers as a whole,

whether with the university, researchers, or students

and also detail some preliminary attempts by my

colleagues and myself to develop structures to support

collaborative research with refugees.

Research ethics, community geography

and photovoice as method

The challenge to act ethically, respectfully and

collaboratively as researchers is not a new one. Many

disciplines have long grappled with an often-fraught

relationships between scholars, the academy and

research subjects/the subjects of research. While there

have been advances and more self-reflexivity on the

part of many researchers, the tensions—especially for

marginalized communities who find their perspec-

tives, stories and lives of interest and value to many

outsiders—remain. Communities being studied can

find themselves receiving negligible (or no) benefits

from the projects in which they participate, often

leading to a sense of what has been called ‘research

fatigue’ (Clark 2008; Sukarieh and Tannock 2013;

Neal et al. 2016). In some fields these kinds of

dynamics have been explicitly critiqued—in anthro-

pology, political science, area studies, and geography,

for example, some scholars have asked what role their

own disciplines have played in constructing, reinforc-

ing and reifying relations of power, privilege, and

oppression (Mirsepassi et al. 2003; Hale 2006; Fujii

2012; Cronin-Furman and Lake 2018; Kirsch 2018).

How might ethnographic research, for example,

objectify, commodify and exoticize ‘other’ cultures

and lives (Lester 2016)? How might participatory

mapping projects with indigenous communities para-

doxically serve neocolonial projects that undermine

those same groups’ interests (Wainwright and Bryan

2009; Mollett 2013; Bryan 2016)? In what ways might

activists and scholars from within marginalized com-

munities find themselves compromised or co-opted by

the research process itself (Villenas 1996)?

These are just some of the concerns raised by the

wide range of research projects and processes that we

see in the world today. Such concerns are neither new,

nor are they limited to the most egregious excesses—

forced experimentation, a lack of consent by subjects,

or extractive practices for example—that led to the

development of formalized institutional protections in

the first place. But such protocols, that dominate and

are structured by medical and social science research

in particular, often do not call into question the

relationships between scholarly inquiry and deeply

embedded structures of inequity, oppression, empire,

colonialism, power and privilege that are reproduced

and reinforced by them. As Dyer and Demeritt (2009)

suggest, the ubiquity of the medical model in ethical

review and protection presents many problems for

social science and especially action-oriented research.

Too often the risks of liability for the academic

institution lead to cautious and often awkward and

counter-productive interactions between researchers

and researched. The requirement for ethical review is

thus often at odds with the demands that many

scholars—especially feminist and postcolonial schol-

ars—have made of their own practices and those of

their colleagues. Often the most critical components of

such demands—of exploring positionality and the

provenance and outcomes of specific methods—are

sidelined, as Sharp (2005) suggests in the adoption of

inclusive gender politics over a feminist political

project within geography. Even amongst those schol-

ars who aim to decolonize their methodologies, be

self-critical about their own positionality, and embrace

collaboration in their approach, many challenges

remain.

How does one avoid what Rose (1997) cautions as

the god/goddess-trick of assuming the omnipotence of

‘knowing’ how to ‘do research properly’ and dispense

advice and render judgement unto others? How does

one not reify fieldwork as a site of failure from which

only the writer/researcher can extract lessons and

knowledge? I thought about this a lot as I revised

earlier versions of this paper and realized the ways in

which my representation of the project, processes and

participants told a different set of stories—often in an

unintended and unwelcome tone—than the one that I

had imagined. Such representations are immensely

and intimately important. Valentine (2005) reminds us

that recovering and integrating a sense of purpose is

central to the ethical commitments of human geogra-

phers and that intellectual questions should not

displace political concerns. Thus, while it may seem

obvious that a project focused on the diversity of

refugee lives and perspectives should not endanger the

participants, so too is it crucial that the description of

such research should not be reductive, monolithic and
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didactic. As Kyriakides et al. (2018) suggest, there is

real harm in narrow and stereotypical representations

of refugees, as well as how their stories are reproduced

and deployed by academics as much as by popular

culture. Or as Landau (2019: 26) reminds us in the

context of refugee research:

However well meaning, research partnerships

also come with substantial risks of heightening

inequality and becoming complicit in global

strategies of migrant containment…[and]…en-

act and expose the inequalities, structural con-

straints and historically conditioned power

relations implicit in the production of

knowledge.

Realizing that my original retelling of the lessons

learned from this project had been blind to—or at least

downplayed—such dynamics show the ways in which

they are deeply embedded within researchers like

myself who claim to make them front and center. The

primary methodological tradition in which this project

has been grounded, after all is participatory, action-

oriented research utilizing a mix of qualitative tech-

niques—interviews, surveys, and community map-

ping workshops. Its goal has been to further our

understanding of the phenomenon of refugee resettle-

ment in new destinations, refine policymaking regard-

ing these trends, and improve the outcomes and lived

experiences of refugees and receptions sites alike.

Participatory research provides both the conceptual

framework and the methodological tools to help guide

the inquiry. As Kindon and Elwood (2009: 21)

describe in their overview of the research tradition.

[its] goal is not just to describe or analyse social

reality, but to change it…[commonly], research

takes place within a group setting involving the

academic researcher as a facilitator of focus-

group discussions, interviews, diarying and

participatory techniques such as community

mapping and diagramming.

Participatory approaches have long been influential

in a number of disciplines seeking to connect scholarly

inquiry actively with the subjects of study, communi-

ties being investigated, and in service of broader goals

to better the world. We see numerous examples of this

orientation, from the participatory rural appraisal

(PRA) strategies of international development work

beginning in the 1960s (Chambers 1994) to the

catalytic nature of community-based projects in social

work (Rubins and Babbie 2011), from attempts to

destabilize hierarchies between researcher and

researched in education (Cammarota 2017) to the

interventionist goals of Participatory Action Research

(PAR) in a range of disciplines (Bengle and Schuch

2018).

Within human geography, participatory research

has had an equally longstanding and significant history

(Kindon et al. 2007). Pain (2004: 652) describes it as a

‘‘collaborative and nonhierarchical approach which

overturns the usual ways in which academics work

outside universities.’’ She highlights in particular the

contributions that feminist and radical geographers

have made in terms of making research more reflexive

and self-critical, and as a result both insightful and

more socially relevant. More recently, the sub-field of

‘community geography’ has evolved to focus on a

multi-scaled and nuanced approach to working with/in

various settings. Hawthorne et al. (2015: 24) have

defined community geography as ‘‘a process, set of

methods, and collaborative framework that uses

spatial thinking and geographic approaches that

enable academics and communities to engage in

inclusive, mutually beneficial, shared research expe-

riences.’’ Qualitative and critical GIS have played an

important role in shaping community geography

especially as it has developed in opposition to a sense

of GIS as positivist and instrumentalist. Scholars such

asWilson (2009) has suggested that instead qualitative

GIS represents a powerful and critical mode of

inquiry, one that can help us answer important

research questions while simultaneously engaging

with the issues of positionality and power that go into

both analyzing and representing spatial knowledge.

We have seen an increasing number of studies take on

exactly this challenge, including ones examining

healthcare inequality in low-income neighborhoods

(Hawthorne and Kwan 2012), emergency food needs

in underserved areas (Robinson 2011), citizen partic-

ipation in urban planning (Merrick 2012), and action-

oriented research with ‘hidden’ or potentially

marginalized communities (Browne 2005), amongst

many others.

The approach that community geography thus

advances is one that puts reciprocal relationships

between researcher and researched at the core. As Holt

et al. (2019: 391) describe it in the context of

disabilities research:
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Engaging with voices from the margins engen-

ders a political imperative to ensure that research

challenges rather than reproduces marginalised

positions in society and space, and that research

is inclusive of people’s experiences and trans-

formative in challenging the status quo.

Or as Robinson et al. (2017: 5) suggest, ‘‘commu-

nity geography particularly focuses on work which

confronts existing power structures to allow under-

resourced communities to better address community

development challenges.’’ Such publicly-minded and

engaged research is especially relevant in the current

political moment. Alderman and Inwood (2019: 149)

argue that.

Although public intellectualism can take many

forms and can happen in the most surprising of

places, we often find that many academics treat

the conversation and conception of public

engagement as a kind of one-way street where

our knowledge flows forth. The reality is that the

most fruitful public engagements include the

sharing of information and often are a more

collaborative process than most research and

writing projects. Therefore, it is important to

actively cultivate and seek out long-standing and

fruitful relationships and for us to move away

from the one and done model of public

engagement.

Robinson and Hawthorne (2018) point out, how-

ever, that community geography remains itself on the

margins of the discipline and the nature of its output—

often disseminated slowly or in non-scholarly

venues—may leave those who adopt these approaches

from within the academy vulnerable in increasingly

precarious faculty positions. Having already gained

tenure, I have been insulated from at least some of this

kind of vulnerability, though the pressure to publish

remains for further advancement. Yet I am able to

exercise more autonomy in selecting subjects to study

and I can utilize a wider and more diverse set of

methods within my projects without as much question.

Using an interdisciplinary method like Photovoice

(most commonly found in public health and planning

research) for the purposes of this project, therefore,

becomes easier.

Photovoice is a well-established method that has

been used within community-based contexts and

community geography in particular. While there are

different variations on what Photovoice looks like, at

its core it is a technique that involves asking partic-

ipants to use photographs, images and other forms of

visualizations to respond to a series of questions or

prompts provided by researchers. The intention is to

illuminate or highlight perspectives, ideas and insider

knowledge that might otherwise remain hidden to

outsiders. There are usually three stages common to

most Photovoice projects: (1) creating and document-

ing a series of images (often responding to prompts or

questions provided by the lead researchers), (2)

reflection and discussion on the images and why they

were chosen by the participants and research team, and

(3) an exhibition or dissemination of the images and

knowledge to a wider community as a way of

providing interventions and changes in discourse,

policy and practice (Wang and Burris 1997). Pho-

tovoice has been used effectively in many other

instances as a community-based participatory research

method to help intervene in specific issues or dynam-

ics. Photovoice has been especially powerful in

reimagining urban planning (Borowiak et al. 2018),

immigration issues in Europe (Rania et al. 2014),

children’s perception of space (Burke et al. 2016;

Greene et al. 2013; Fusco et al. 2012), gender and

homelessness (Fotheringham et al. 2014), sexuality

and space (Bain et al. 2014), racialization processes

(Pérez et al. 2016; Goessling 2018) and public health

(Sanon et al. 2014) amongst many others.

Yet the increased popularity of Photovoice as a

technique has also raised many of the same questions

asked of research (and community geography) more

generally. Murray and Nash (2017) contend that there

is a lack of theorization of the method, that the use of

images is often poorly understand by participants, that

confidentiality of subjects and participants is often

compromised and that the actual outcomes of projects

can be limited. In her study of the use of the technique

to understand HIV/AIDS interventions in a small town

in South Africa, Harley (2012) reminds us that

photography remains a practice of power. She asks

whether there is an inherent issue of exploitation even

when images are provided by consenting participants

due to the power imbalance between them and the

researcher. In Derr and Simons’ (2019) review of the

use of Photovoice in a range of environmental research

studies, the authors argue that the effectiveness of the

technique has been overstated by the dissemination of
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successful projects a lack of discussion of when it has

not worked as well. Researchers working in the field of

mental health (Creighton et. al. 2018) have raised the

concern of both retraumatizing participants and of

causing vicarious trauma to viewers of the exhibition

component of the technique when Photovoice is used

to explore particularly painful and sensitive subjects.

In their study of including older populations in city

planning and social inclusion in the UK, Ronzi et al.

(2015) question how truly comprehensible the use of

Photovoice is to participants as well as to how well

certain complicated contexts can be represented by or

translated into a visual method such as this. Da Silva

Vieira and Antunes (2014) suggest in their reflections

on the use of Photovoice in participatory planning

processes that there are real issues with the reliability

of the method, especially in the biases and agendas

that participants may foreground in their choices. The

skewed nature of the sample photos taken by their

participants also reflected the difficulties they had in

recruitment due to the lack of familiarity with and

therefore trust in the method.

Despite such criticisms, there are also reasons for

the popularity of the method, which of course has a

much longer history than its formalization as Pho-

tovoice. Other versions—photo elicitation, participa-

tory visual methods, image-based storytelling,

participatory photography, photo novellas—exist and

in many cases predate the Photovoice technique. But

there can be an ease and straightforwardness to this

particular version which is appealing to researchers.

At its best, Photovoice can allow for new and different

perspectives to influence perceptions of a particular

phenomenon, practice or place and may even affect

decision-making. In Randa Nucho and Nahm (2018)’s

analysis of parent activism in an elementary school in

Los Angeles, for example, marginalized groups were

able to use Photovoice to reframe issues of importance

to them. Language was an especial initial barrier in

this study, one that still needed to be addressed in the

reflection and discussion stage of the project, but the

use of participant-taken images helped to start and

guide those discussions more effectively than inter-

views or surveys undertaken previously had. And in

Castleden, Garvin and the Huu-ay-aht First Nation’s

(2008) project on health and environmental issues

within an indigenous community in Canada, the

research collaboration was viewed by participants as

highly successful. Participants commented in

particular on the careful attention to issues of power

imbalances, trust-building, a sense of ownership in the

research process, and an understanding of Photovoice

as a culturally-appropriate method—an especially

interesting outcome given the fraught history of

indigenous populations with the use of images taken

of or by them. It is also clear from the researchers’

reflections on this project that their use of Photovoice

was as successful as it was because of their modifi-

cation of the technique to fit their particular commu-

nity context.

With such caveats and lessons in mind regarding

research ethics, community geography and Pho-

tovoice as method in mind, let me turn to an example

from my own research. I begin by explaining the

context and then exploring my experiences of using

Photovoice.

Refugees in vermont

The research I describe in this article is part of a multi-

year, multi-site inquiry into the experience of refugee

resettlement in non-traditional places in the US and

Europe, with particular attention to my home study

site of Vermont. The impetus for undertaking this

inquiry arose out of personal, professional and com-

munity interests. My arrival in Vermont as a migration

scholar, an urban geographer, and as a person of color

were jarring in many ways—studying migration in a

place with fewmigrants, studying cities in a place with

few metropolitan areas, and living as part of the less

than 2% of the population that identified as non-white.

But my questions regarding the nature and outcomes

of the refugee program in Vermont were not ones of

personal curiosity alone—it was not only I who

wondered why refugees were being placed in Ver-

mont, what happened to them upon arrival, and what

happened to the towns that received them. State and

local governments, service providers, resettlement

agencies, and refugee advocacy groups themselves all

had had similar questions well before my arrival. They

had voiced many of these to me as well through the

multiple interactions I had with them over the course

of my first few years in Vermont. I was fortunate to

secure funding for a number of different projects—on

transportation and mobility, on food and culture, on

employment and housing and many others as well—

and pursue inquiries into the nature of each.
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When I began my research, I was one of a handful

of colleagues at my institution and indeed in my state

who were looking specifically at refugee experiences.

That has, however, changed dramatically—especially

over the past 5 years—as increasing numbers of

faculty and especially students have sought to put

refugees at the center of their work. This is not

surprising; immigration is, after all, one of the most

contentious, charged and defining issues of our current

age. And in Vermont, refugees are the main face of

immigration—other than a small population of

migrant farmworkers helping to sustain the dairy

industry in rural areas—refugees represent the kinds of

migration-related demographic change that are so

visible in other parts of the country (Bose 2018).

Vermont is unlike many other places in the US. It is

one of the whitest states in the country, with a mostly

rural population, an aging population, and few cities of

any size (US Census Bureau 2020). It has also

historically been a destination for European immi-

grants, especially through the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, but has attracted few who have come in

larger subsequent waves from Asia, Africa and Latin

America and the Caribbean from the 1960s onward. Of

the immigrants who are in Vermont, a substantial

proportion have arrived since 1980 through the US

Refugee Admissions Program (RPC 2020). The

largest of these groups are Bhutanese who arrived

between 2008 and 2018, followed by Bosnians

between 1995 and 2005, Vietnamese (1985–2000)

and Somali Bantu and Congolese communities (2005-

present). With the exception of Bosnians who can be

linguistically and religiously distinct but may appear

phenotypically white, the majority of refugees in

Vermont are noticeably ‘different’ amidst an over-

whelmingly white population.

The treatment of refugees within Vermont has been

generally positive during the period that the resettle-

ment program has been active. The program has been

consistently funded and there appears to be strong

popular support for accepting refugees especially in

Vermont’s largest cities and towns (Bose 2020). Even

in the face of the attacks on the USRAP at the national

level and by a multitude of political commentators,

within Vermont the resettlement program has been

identified as a priority by the state and by multiple

municipal governments. Yet a backlash against

refugees exists even in this politically progressive

state, as seen most notably in the controversies that

erupted in 2016 when a new resettlement site was

proposed in Rutland, its third largest town (Bose

2018). White nationalist and identitarian groups have

repeatedly targeted refugees in their propaganda

efforts in Vermont as undesirable and unwelcome.

While such hate-groups represent a small minority of

Vermont residents, the strength of such toxic voices

added to the divisive national discourse combines to

make the landscape more threatening and uncertain for

refugees as it does for other immigrant populations.

Several ballot measures in different Vermont cities to

allow refugees (who are ineligible for citizenship for

the first 3–5 years after arrival) to vote in municipal

elections have failed. And African and Asian youth

from refugee backgrounds have complained of racist

treatment, stereotyping and profiling for years (Bose

2020).

Refugees in Vermont therefore find themselves a

popular subject for both proponents and opponents of

immigration policies and in-migration more broadly.

This visibility is complicated even when positive;

support for refugees can be seen in the public rallies,

successful donation drives and editorials in local

newspapers, but even such support can come with

strings attached. Refugees and the organizations that

work with them find themselves fielding constant

questions regarding their lives and their desires. Some

of these come from the general public or from different

parts of the media and can reify the image of the

refugee as exotic and other and can come across as

uninformed. But skilled researchers too—especially

those interested in migration and acculturation—often

turn to local refugee communities to answer a diverse

array of questions. Each year these communities find

themselves asked to participate in more surveys, more

interviews, more focus groups, and more research

studies. They are often asked questions by new

researchers that they have been asked many times

before—about food security, or housing, or education

or healthcare, or indeed all of these. And as one of the

key faces of ‘diversity’ in a putatively homogenous

state, refugees also get asked to define or represent the

‘New American’ experience, to participate in innu-

merable ‘equity and inclusion’ initiatives and explain

what racialization means to them. Yet it is often

unclear what the benefits might be for the refugees

themselves or whether there is to be compensation for

their time, their efforts or their ideas. I have been as

guilty of such over-researching as any other, though I
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try to build in recognition of the ‘asks’ that I am

making of collaborating organizations and research

participants. Including stipends for participants for

their time or paying for staff time for organizations are

only two ways to acknowledge their contributions, but

as the following example shows, such modifications

still do not always address the issues of ethics, power

and outcome discussed earlier in this paper.

Photovoice and the challenges of community-

engaged research

As indicated in the previous section, this was not my

first project with refugees, nor even the first time I had

used Photovoice with them. Having lived and worked

in Vermont for over a decade and having partnered

with the two main resettlement organizations for the

entirety of that time, I had built relationships and trust

through these years. I have had as much failure as

success—projects that did not lead to the interventions

hoped for and others whose results had been minimal.

But my service during this period as a transit

commissioner, a housing commissioner and a public

works commissioner in the county meant that I also

had the opportunity to translate some of my research to

public policy outcomes in various ways.

It was with this potential in mind that I embarked

upon a project that fit within the broader umbrella of

my study of refugee resettlement in smaller, non-

traditional immigrant destinations in the US, and what

I perceived as community need. The intention was to

better understand the perspectives of residents regard-

ing the character, use and transformations of urban

space within the two largest refugee neighborhoods in

Vermont’s most populous metropolitan area. Its main

city of Burlington and the adjoining suburb of

Winooski contain the greatest concentration of

refugees. The neighborhoods in which they have been

placed are shared with college students, other low-

income residents and over the past decade in particular

have been undergoing significant and controversial

changes. To proponents this process is urban revital-

ization, to critics it is gentrification. Some residents—

mainly native-born andwhite—have organized protest

movements against these changes, yet the voices of

refugees have been notably absent from most discus-

sions and debates.

The city governments and their respective planning

departments have been especially eager to incorporate

such voices into the planning process. They have

provided interpreters at public meetings, translated

(some) documents into relevant languages, launched

surveys and tried to do outreach to solicit feedback on

planned developments. The results have been mixed,

with refugee participation still low, mainly due a lack

of time to participate as well as little sense that their

voices would in fact be able to engender change. My

project thus attempted to provide a new avenue for

input, feedback and collaboration for refugees and to

understand their perspectives on the neighborhoods in

which they lived. The project was straightforward and

followed the basic Photovoice model: have partici-

pants take photos in response to research-team-devel-

oped prompts, provide a space to discuss the images

with participants, and then disseminate the results both

internally and externally. I planned to recruit 20

individuals who lived in each of the two neighbor-

hoods with the greatest numbers of newly arrived

refugees in Vermont to and ask them to take photos of

and discuss their views about their neighborhoods.

The purpose was two-fold; to help the research team

understand the ways in which new arrivals might be

reshaping the neighborhood, and to better incorporate

the voices of residents into local planning processes—

providing reports and updates to neighborhood plan-

ning assemblies and the community and economic

development offices of each city, and hosting a public

exhibition of images selected by participants as a final

outcome for the project. An additional goal was to

provide information to participants and refugee com-

munities more generally on how they might serve on

local municipal boards, attend and engage in different

planning events, and perhaps consider running for

elected office themselves.

My knowledge of the two particular refugee

neighborhoods was grounded in spatial analysis my

team and I had been conducting for several years. We

had spent several years mapping community assets

within these neighborhoods, identifying new busi-

nesses, community gathering spaces, social services,

religious institutions, grocery stores, public resources,

public space, and food and drink amongst other

important spaces. Yet our understanding of all of

these was only ever going to be partial given our lack

of embeddedness within the communities. We thus

turned to residents to better understand their context.

As mentioned previously, these are neighborhoods in

flux, with a slow but steady increase in home
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ownership and decline in rental properties. Burlington

and Winooski do not embody gentrification in quite

the same way that the stereotypes in many larger cities

might suggest, with coffee shops and boutique busi-

nesses displacing long-term residents (though that too

has happened at a smaller scale). Instead, the changes

have been more subtle—smaller shifts from renters to

owners, for example, or municipal investments in

mixed-use housing and businesses rather than afford-

able housing. Especially in city-led projects in both

Burlington and Winooski, a common complaint has

been a lack of local involvement in decision-making.

This has been especially true for refugees. The lack of

involvement by new arrivals has been identified by

both them and neighborhood planning assemblies as

serious and unaddressed problems, with as noted

previously very few refugee arrivals taking part in

public meetings and other outreach efforts designed to

add resident voices and priorities to the process.

Adding translated materials and interpreters to meet-

ings has done little to boost participation. Accord-

ingly, my research team and I decided to use the tool of

Photovoice to add more perspectives on what is and is

not valued within these neighborhoods.

Recruiting participants for such a project was not

challenging at first. People within the communities we

spoke with liked the visual aspects of the project and

the promise that this might lead to actual changes that

they desired. The project itself also seemed different

than what they were used to—not the usual interview,

focus group or survey, but the opportunity to be

somewhat more creative. It also seemed rather easy:

walk around your neighborhood and take pictures. We

had offered the following four prompts to guide their

activity:

1. Take 3 pictures of things you want to see changed

in your neighborhood

2. Take 3 pictures of things you want to see stay the

same in your neighborhood

3. Take 3 pictures of things that represent USA/

Vermont to you in your neighborhood

4. Take 3 pictures of things that represent

home/community to you in your neighborhood

Participants then sent these pictures to our

researchers along with a description of why they had

chosen each image (interpreters were provided where

necessary). A follow-up session was held consisting of

each neighborhood group collectively meeting to

discuss a selection of photos curated by the research

team with particularly interesting and compelling

photos, especially those that might reveal contested or

multi-faceted uses or understandings of particular

spaces. If successful, as in the examples with parent

activists in LA or indigenous groups in Canada

discussed earlier, Photovoice is a method that can be

used to reveal the narratives, logics, ideologies, and

contested visions that lie hidden within and beneath

places, processes and people. Our intent at the start of

this project had been to use Photovoice to identify

changes that refugees and their neighbors wished to

see in their communities in Vermont—what were the

things they valued and how might they advocate for

needs that they might articulate? Our hope, as stated

previously was to have the information gleaned from

this process make its way into urban development and

planning via neighborhood planning assemblies, city

departments, municipal councils, and other local

actors with whom we might share our data.

Yet while the other elements of our overall

project—interviews with key informants, mapping of

settlement patterns, polling of attitudes, assessment of

programs—proceeded apace, the Photovoice project

has been stubbornly difficult to proceed with. Part of

this is not surprising—as valuable a tool as Photovoice

can be, its potential has always been balanced by

ethical concerns regarding representation, voice, the

permanency of the images taken, and their ultimate

use, as previously discussed. In this project, as

immigration became an increasingly controversial

topic and refugees had an unflattering spotlight shone

on them, it became harder and harder to recruit

participants. There were many reasons for this, as the

following quotes—all collected during the discussion

groups conducted after the photo-taking had been

completed and the neighborhood participants gathered

with the research team to talk about what their

experiences had been. More than a few people

expressed discomfort at being seen in public taking

pictures—would this make them appear suspicious,

one asked:

I don’t know—are people going to get upset if

they see me walking around taking pictures of

stuff?What if they ask who’s that brown guy and

why’s he taking pictures of that building? What

if they say I’m a terrorist?
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Another wondered whether authorities would ques-

tion his activities:

So do you guys tell the police what we’re doing?

We have enough problems with them. What do I

say if they ask me why I’m taking pictures? Are

they going to believe me if I say it’s for a

university project?

Many participants suggested that they did NOT

want their photos or descriptions publicly shared—as

had been originally envisioned in the form of a

community event or gallery showing. Some who

eventually ceased participation were even unsure

about sharing their images and thoughts with other

refugees even within the context of the project. Our

team members also began to notice a significant

discrepancy between the quality of pictures taken

outside and inside. The former were often blurry and

of poor quality, clearly taken in a hurried fashion,

while the latter were often much crisper, clearer and

more vibrant. During one of our first group discussions

we asked about the difference directly. One participant

said.

It’s because I’m taking those from a car, quickly,

as we drive by. Inside I don’t worry what

someone’s going to think if they see me taking a

picture.

Another said.

Well, when I take pictures walking down the

street I sort of pretend like I’m doing something

else on my phone, like looking something up. So

I take the picture quickly and I don’t really have

time to line anything up. It’s easier that way,

nobody thinks if I’m just on my phone. You

know, it’s like if you want to take a picture of

someone famous you do that.

We thus began to alter our instructions and our

practices for the Photovoice project. We encouraged

participants to travel in pairs or groups when taking

photos and said that we were fine with blurry pictures

and the practices they used to conceal their activities.

We also provided business cards with contact infor-

mation for the research team for participants to carry

and spoke with the police departments in the neigh-

borhoods in question about what they were doing. We

provided research team members to accompany par-

ticipants as well if they so desired. Again, the solutions

here are inelegant and imperfect—participants work-

ing together might influence each other’s answers, as

might also be the case if a participant traveling with a

research team member might seek to provide the

answers they think are being sought. Yet these

alterations to our practices provided at least some

sense of security to our participants.

The need to modify our processes as the literature

on the successful use of Photovoice and temper our

expectations of outcomes became readily apparent to

us. Our participants also provided us important lessons

on Harley’s description of photography as a practice of

power—we needed to be reminded that who holds a

camera and how they are perceived are not neutral

components of the method. Additionally, the meaning

of what exploitation might mean in terms of not only

the use of an image but even the taking of a picture was

something I had clearly not thought through. In one

case, for example, a participant had insisted on taking

posed pictures of individuals in front of their homes or

businesses (despite our express instructions to not take

pictures of people or faces). The participant had done

so for what he considered positive reasons—he was

proud of these individuals and saw them as success

stories within his community and neighborhood. But

during the group discussion of the images he was upset

to see that we had blurred the actual images of people

as we considered the photos—undermining his pur-

pose in taking them. Additionally, a number of other

participants raised concerns with him in that meeting,

with one saying.

You should not have taken photos like that.

Many people were upset. You are young but if

you were older you would know that before we

were forced to leave Bhutan, the government

came and took pictures of us in front of our shops

and homes. And then they made a list of all of us

and then they forced us to leave the country.

When you took those pictures you made some of

the elders think of that, when that happened.

Such a dynamic brings to mind the cautions

regarding vicarious and secondary trauma that the

Photovoice method might unintentionally engender

(Creighton et. al. 2018). There were multiple such

lessons that I took from the experience of conducting

this Photovoice project.
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Conclusion

In the end, what lessons would I draw from my use of

Photovoice in this particular context? Conducting

research in a manner that is respectful, reciprocal and

collaborative is as challenging as it is necessary, as the

literature from a range of disciplines and the examples

described in this paper illustrate all too well. The

tensions that exist at any time are especially sharpened

and intensified during turbulent times, especially when

the communities one studies and/or works with may

feel especially vulnerable for any number of reasons.

Even the best of intentions cannot prevent misunder-

standings, miscommunication and frustrations from

arising. It is thus incumbent upon us as researchers to

prepare as completely as possible and to learn from our

mistakes and the best practices of others. In the context

of refugee research in an era of rising xenophobia, the

protection of participant data and identities, the impact

of even putatively benign activities upon those we

work with, and a commitment to pursuing shared

mutually beneficial research design and outcomes

become all the more important.

I will end this article with two concrete steps we

have taken within our research project and with our

partners to improve our practices, initiatives that may

be useful to others pursuing community-based

research projects. The first has been the building of a

refugee research network between my colleagues and

myself. It began as a loose affiliation of those who

found themselves working on projects with various

communities in disciplines across campus—geogra-

phy, education, medicine, public health, agriculture,

and environmental studies among them. We modeled

ourselves after other similar networks operating in

other institutions (especially the Refugee Research

Network based at York University, Canada with

partners across the world). Such a network had three

main functions: (1) develop research projects in

collaboration with community partners and make the

results easily accessible to them, (2) train and support

faculty and students to in turn better manage commu-

nity relationships and lessen research fatigue, and (3)

make practical and useful interventions in public

policy debates and discourse. Our results have at this

nascent stage been promising, leading to several joint

projects with community partners on topics they have

identified as important to them.

Examples include efforts to reduce racial disparities

in the criminal justice system for refugee youth, cold

weather agriculture for refugee farmers, addressing

food insecurity in some of the communities, and

strengthening parent education for refugee families in

local school districts. We have also developed guides

and pathways for both students and faculty interested

in working with refugees, including appropriate

coursework and volunteer experience for the former

and fieldwork guides and professional development

opportunities for the latter. The use of Photovoice—

whether the actual images taken by participants in our

project, or the discussion of the techniques—has

sometimes been unexpected. While our research team

has presented some suggestions to our partners about

how to translate findings into policy or action, the most

promising and productive directions have come from

participants themselves. Some have, for example,

suggested using photographs taken by them of their

preferred shelf-stable foods in neighborhood ethnic

grocery stores to indicate to local food banks what they

should provide for refugee families. Others have

discussed uploading their images of cracked sidewalks

and roadways in need of repair to municipal public

works’ websites, utilizing an online reporting system

called ‘‘See Click Fix’’ that has been popular with the

general public but is generally underused by the

refugee communities. Yet others have suggested

overcoming linguistic barriers in community gardens

and farm plots by posting signage based on photos

they have taken to inform each other (and garden

managers) about pest problems, invasive species and

equipment failures.

More importantly, several of the community part-

ners themselves have taken up the task of setting the

conditions for collaboration with university research-

ers. The refugee agriculture program discussed in this

paper for example, has developed a model and set of

questions that is now required by any researcher

seeking to work with them. The minimum require-

ments now include a demonstration that the proposed

work does not repeat existing research, that compen-

sation for staff and participant time has been built into

the budget, and that the research team has completed

adequate background research into the communities

they seek to work with. The organization has drawn on

similar partnership frameworks developed by indige-

nous communities in Canada, the US and Australia as

templates. Other refugee organizations and agencies
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have embarked upon similar initiatives—students

seeking to intern with them must now demonstrate

their preparedness for working with communities

through volunteer hours and coursework, for example.

Efforts such as these cannot guarantee that problems

will not arise, and they will not change the broader

context of an anti-immigrant atmosphere. But they can

offer some suggestions for how to think about ethical

practices in studying, teaching and learning with

refugee communities in the contemporary moment.
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